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Capacity to Consent to Healthcare
Summary of Major Research Project
Section A explores capacity to consent to healthcare in adults with an intellectual
disability in a broad context. It examines the legal understanding of capacity to
consent as defined by the Mental Capacity Act (2005), before going on to use
decision-making theory as a framework for exploring the psychological
understanding of capacity to consent. It then examines the empirical literature on
what influences capacity to consent to healthcare interventions and research in
people with an intellectual disability, highlighting what further research is needed.
Section B reports an empirical study, which follows up on some of the further
research suggested by Section A. The study investigated the influence of verbal
ability, decision-making opportunities and previous health experience, on capacity to
consent to a health check, in adults with an intellectual disability, using both
correlation and regression to explore the relationships between the variables. It also
examined different decision-making abilities and the implications for assessing
capacity to consent. Finally, the report draws conclusions on the findings and
highlights areas for further research.
Section C provides a critical appraisal for the whole project, exploring what was
learnt and what could have been improved on, as well as considering the
implications for clinical practice and further research.
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Decision-Making Theory and Capacity to Consent
`abc debfg hifeibfj hg kflbcbhmnopqbmr safhet kfohmcsepsfc saps pusahvra safef
pwwfpec sh df p lhmcfmcvc hm japs rhhk kflbcbhmnopqbmr hvras sh df xfyry
mheopsbif ohkfucz ibrbupms lhwbmr cstufc{z hve lhrmbsbif lpwplbstz fohsbhmc pmk
ohsbipsbhmc puu bmguvfmlf saf f|sfms sh jabla jf gvuut fmrprf bm sabc wehlfccy Jpmbc
pmk }pmm x~z wy~{ lhmluvkfk saps saf kflbcbhmnopqfez
“hfc mhs dfapif bm saf opmmfe hg p epsbhmpu lpulvupshez [dvs bc epsafe p efuvlspms
kflbcbhmnopqfez dfcfs dt lhmgublscz khvdsc pmk jheetz csevrrubmr jbsa bmlhmrevhvc
uhmrbmrc




z he kfmtbmr efcwhmcbdbubst ghe abc hjm lahblfcy”
`abc wctlahuhrblpu vmkfecspmkbmr hg kflbcbhmnopqbmr wehibkfc p dpcbc ghe fipuvpsbmr
saf ubsfepsvef hm lpwplbst sh lhmcfms sh afpusalpef
z
 dhsa safhefsblpuut bm sfeoc hg ahj
jf pccfcc bs pmk fowbeblpuut jbsa efrpekc sh japs bmguvfmlfc bsy
Ł y  
Challenging the Current Model
`af } rvbkpmlf hm pccfccbmr lpwplbst bc dpcfk hm saf webmlbwufc hg epsbhmpu
lahblf
z
 kfcwbsf saf fibkfmlf saps wfhwuf gefvfmsut kh mhs opqf epsbhmpu kflbcbhmc
z
dvs opqf ohef bmsvbsbif vkrfofmsc dpcfk hm afvebcsblc he fohsbhmc xtf fs puyz




y usahvra bs khfc wehibkf p cspmkpekbcfk
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Insufficient Assessment of Capacity to Consent
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hijkl mn oli pqrsitmirpisu vliw xqmry rq sjkrjxjpzro yjxxi{irpis |iohiir
nz{ojpjnzros hjol }j~y jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis zry rq jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis xq{
pq}}mrjpzojrk z plqjpi |mo zs oli sozryz{ys |ipz}i lz{yi{ oli }j~y zry
}qyi{zoi jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis k{qmns spq{iy ~iss hi~~u vliw z~sq xqmry olzo }q{i
olzr  qx oli k{qmn without jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis so{mkk~iy hjol hijkljrk mn
pqrsitmirpisu
wi io z~u  xqmry olzo z~~ nz{ojpjnzros pqm~y }zi z plqjpi z|qmo nz{ojpjnzojrk
jr {isiz{pl |mo qr~w uŁ mryi{soqqy oli j}nzpo qx oli plqjpiu vliw z~sq xqmry
olzo qr~w u mryi{soqqy oli rzom{i qx oli somywu vljs js jr pqro{zso oq oli








; Wqrk io z~u

 hljpl xqmry olzo mryi{sozryjrk oli rzom{i qx oli n{qpiym{i hzs qri qx oli
izsji{ i~i}iros qx oli ozsu jsli{ iz zjysqr zry {jiy  z~sq xqmry olzo
pq}}mrjpzojrk z plqjpi hzs oli izsjiso i~i}iro qx yipjsjqr}zjrk

 |mo
mryi{sozryjrk oli nm{nqsi qx oli {isiz{pl zry {izsqrjrk hi{i oli lz{yiso
pzoikq{jisu vljs smkkisos olzo mryi{sozryjrk oli {izsqrs xq{ yqjrk liz~olpz{i
{isiz{pl js lz{yi{ xq{ niqn~i hjol jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis oq mryi{sozry olzr lzjrk
o{izo}irou
isnjoi oli z{wjrk {ism~os

 z~~ oli somyjis slqh olzo mryi{sozryjrk pqrsitmirpis
zry z|j~jow oq {izsqr z{i oli lz{yiso i~i}iros qx yipjsjqr}zjrk

 xq{ niqn~i hjol
zry hjolqmo jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojisu vliw z~sq slqh olzo }zrw niqn~i hjol
jroi~~ipomz~ yjsz|j~jojis

 hlq }jklo |i yii}iy mrz|~i oq pqrsiro |ipzmsi oliw
pzrrqo yi}qrso{zoi olisi z|j~jojis

 z{i qxoir soj~~ z|~i oq mryi{sozry oli n{qpiym{i
zry pq}}mrjpzoi z plqjpiu
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Capacity to Consent to Healthcare
48
Avstrwxt
yz{|}~: Capacity to consent has been identified as one of the significant
barriers to healthcare faced by people with intellectual disabilities. In order to
improve understanding the literature has attempted to investigate factors that
influence capacity to consent to healthcare.
z~z z Ł: his study had 32 participants with learning disabilities 22
carers and 3 nurse participants. It examined the correlations between verbal ability
decision-making opportunities and previous health experience with capacity to
consent to healthcare in people with learning disabilities before exploring a
regression model to show how the factors interacted.


: Previous health experience and verbal ability significantly positively
correlated with capacity to consent whilst the correlation with decision-making
opportunities was almost significant. However the regression model showed that







: he study reveals the importance of looking at how factors that
influence capacity to consent to healthcare interact with each other rather than just
acting individually. Further research is required to expand this model to include other
variables.




People with intellectual disabilities experience poorer healthcare and health
outcomes than the general population. Van Schrojenstein Lantman-de Valk 
Metsemakers
 
 Haveman and Crebolder ¡2000¢ found that compared to other people
registered at the same £P practices
 
people with an intellectual disability had more
than double the number of health problems. ¤hey tend to experience increased
primary healthcare conditions as a direct result of their intellectual disability ¡e.g.
epilepsy
 
 mobility and sensory problems¢ and increased secondary healthcare
conditions ¡e.g. obesity  constipation¢ as a result of decreased mobility  increased




here is evidence that at times
 
people with intellectual disabilities have been denied
healthcare interventions due to confusion about capacity to consent ¡Keywood 
Forvargue ¥ Flynn  1999¢  either because health professionals fear infringing their
human rights
 
 or because capacity to consent is not properly assessed and
challenging behaviour is interpreted as refusing treatment.
Confusion about capacity to consent can lead to clinicians failing to ask for consent
 
so that interventions are carried out without the capacitous person­® consent  which












 it can also lead to interventions not being carried out
 
for fear
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of infringing people¯° human rights± as highlighted in the Mencap ²2007³ report
´µ¶·¸ ¹º »¼½¾¿¿µÀµ¼ÁµÂ which concluded that confusion about the law on capacity to
consent amongst health professionals was a contributing factor in failing to tackle
unequal access to healthcare for people with intellectual disabilities. Hence there is a
significant need for a greater understanding about capacity to consent to healthcare
in adults with intellectual disabilities.
Ã¼¼Ä¶Å Æµ¶Å·¸ Ç¸µÁÈÉ
Research evidence has demonstrated that regular health screening identifies health
problems that are often not reported by people with intellectual disabilities or their
carers ²Martin± Roy Ê Ëells± 1997Ì Cooper et al.± 2006³± enabling improved
healthcare. As a result Íovernment good practice guidance indicates that
commissioners need to provide for all people with intellectual disabilities to have
annual health checks ²Department of Health± 2008³. In April 2008 the British Medical
Association ²BMA³ and NHS Employers agreed that one of the new Directed
Enhanced Services ²DES³ for ÍPs would be to provide an annual health check for all
patients on the local authority intellectual disability registers.
It is therefore vital that healthcare professionals providing these health checks can
assess people¯° with intellectual disabilities capacity to consent. Îhe Mental Capacity
Act ²MCAÌ 2005³ requires that each individual¯° capacity to consent is functionally
assessed for each situation. Îhis means decisions about capacity to consent can be
complex and time-consuming± which can be challenging for primary healthcare
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professionals who are encouraged to have short appointments ÏRCÐPÑÒ information
sheet No. 3Ó April 2004Ô.
ÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜÖ×ÝÖÞ ßÜàÜáÝÛâ Ûã ßãÖÚØÖÛ
In order to understand some of the issues related to capacityÓ recent literature has
investigated variables that might influence a personÑÒ capacity to consent to
healthcare ÏÐoldsmithÓ Skirton ä åebbÓ 2008Ô. æhere is some evidence that
decreased capacity to consent is associated with a lower IQ ÏMorrisÓ Niederbuhl ä
MahrÓ 1993ç Cea ä FisherÓ 2003ç FisherÓ CeaÓ Davidson ä FriedÓ 2006ÔÓ decreased
verbal ability ÏArscottÓ Dagnan ä Stenfert-KroeseÓ 1998ç ArscottÓ Dagnan ä Stenfert-
KroeseÓ 1999ç åongÓ ClareÓ HollandÓ åatson ä ÐunnÓ 2000ç Fisher et al.Ó 2006ç
Cameron ä MurphyÓ 2007Ô and impaired memory ÏArscott et al. 1999
ç
 DunnÓ
Stenfert-Kroese ä DrewÓ 2006ç DyeÓ Hare ä HendyÓ 2007Ô.
HoweverÓ this research is still in the early stages. æhere are only a small number of
studies conducted so farÓ so conclusions are based on a small number of participant
samples. In additionÓ other factors that seem likely to influence capacity to consent
to healthcareÓ have not yet been investigated. For exampleÓ there is no research into
the influence of executive dysfunctionÓ despite evidence that this affects capacity to
make financial decisions ÏDymondÓ BaileyÓ åillner ä ParryÓ 2010
ç
 åilnerÓ BaileyÓ
Parry ä DymondÓ 2010a
ç
 2010bÔ.
FurthermoreÓ there is increasing evidence that where factors do influence capacity to
consent in adults with intellectual disabilitiesÓ it is not necessarily a direct
relationship. Despite the association between verbal ability and capacity to consentÓ
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Dye et al. è2007é found that reducing the demand on verbal ability did not increase
capacity to consent. Similarlyê studies have found that reducing the demand on
memory did not increase capacity to consent in adults with intellectual disabilities
èDye et al.ê 2007ë ìong et al.ê 2000é. Fisher et al. è2006é found that although
capacity to consent positively correlated with verbal ability for people with moderate
intellectual disabilitiesê it also positively correlated with non-verbal reasoningê
abilities in daily living and socialisationê indicating there may not be a straight
forward relationship.
íîïðñòñðóôïõîö ÷ôøïùñú
In order to extend this area of research therefore it would be helpful to explore how
the variables that affect capacity to consent interact with each other. For exampleê in
Fisher et al.ûü è2006é study it is possible that non-verbal reasoningê abilities in daily
living and verbal ability interact with each other to influence capacity to consent.
Sutoê Clareê Holland ý 
ì
atson è2005é have started to explore this idea in relation to
capacity to make a financial decision. þhey explored the interaction between
intellectual abilityê decision-making opportunities and basic financial knowledge in
contributing to financial decision-making ability. Having established individual
relationships between the three variables and financial decision-making abilityê they
then used partial correlationsê to show that the relationship between intellectual
ability and financial decision-making ability was not directê but was mediated by
basic financial knowledge and everyday opportunities to make decisionsê as shown in
their model ère-drawn in Figure 1é. þhey concluded that although intellectual ability
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was importantß in order to maximise capacity to make financial decisions a person
needs access to basic financial skills and everyday decision-making opportunities.
  1. Suto et al. 2005 - Summary of the major direct relationships identified
among the three measured factors affecting financial decision-making abilities among
adults with intellectual disabilities.
In addition to providing a helpful theoretical understanding of some of the variables
that relate to capacity to make financial decisionsß their model also highlights ways
in which capacity might be increased. It also provides an important illustration of
why it is helpful to look and how the influencing variables interact with each other
and not just their relationship with decision-making ability.
	
 	
In addition to exploring factors that influence capacity to consentß studies have
attempted to identify those parts of the decision that people with intellectual
disabilities find most difficult. o date the research has shown that understanding
consequences and ability to reason are the hardest elements of decision-makingß for
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people with and without intellectual disabilities Morris et al. 1993ﬀ Arscott et al.
1999ﬀ ﬁong et al. 2000ﬀ Cea ﬂ Fisher 2003ﬃ. Identifying the areas of capacity to
consent that people with intellectual disabilities struggle most with could help
identify possible areas for intervention.
 !" #$ %& " '("()*+&
,his current study was a pilot study aimed at investigating whether a similar model
to Suto et al. 2005ﬃ can be applied to capacity to consent to healthcare by
exploring some of the factors that might affect capacity to consent to a health
check. Health checks were chosen because they are a healthcare intervention that
every adult with an intellectual disability should be receiving Department of Health
2008ﬃ. ,hey incorporate procedures such as being weighed measuring blood
pressure and having a blood test BMA ﬂ NHS Employers 2008ﬃ which are simple
but can also be invasive.
,hree variables similar to Suto et al. 2005ﬃ were chosen for exploration- verbal
ability decision-making opportunities and previous healthcare experience. Verbal
ability was chosen because it is a key variable which is linked with intellectual
ability but the research has shown a less clear relationship between capacity to
consent to healthcare and verbal ability compared to intellectual ability suggesting
further research might be helpful. In addition assessing verbal ability was likely to be
quicker and more engaging for participants thus reducing the burden on them and
increasing the likelihood of their participation.
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Decision-making opportunities were chosen because Suto et al. .2005/
demonstrated a clear link with capacity to make a financial decision0 but it has not
yet been investigated in relation to capacity to make a healthcare decision. If a link
was demonstrated it would also have practical implications for improving capacity to
consent.
Finally0 previous health experience was chosen because there is a current lack of
evidence linking it to capacity to consent to healthcare0 despite suggestions there
might be a link .Morris et al.0 19931 Arscott et al.0 1999/ and despite evidence that
there is an association with capacity to consent to healthcare in people with a
mental illness .2risso 3 Appelbaum0 1991/.
456789:;:;
It is hypothesised that there will be a positive relationship between verbal ability and
capacity to consent to healthcare as shown in other research0 described above. As
well as influencing capacity to consent0 it is hypothesised that increased verbal
ability may also be associated with increased decision-making opportunities and
previous healthcare experience. <hose who have better verbal ability may appear
more able and thus be allowed to make more decisions for themselves. Also0 it may
be that healthcare professionals are more likely to explain about the health
procedures0 if they believe the person can understand them.
It is hypothesised that knowledge of a health check0 based on previous experience
would also affect capacity to consent to a health check. Decision-making theory
shows that people frequently use heuristics to make decisions .Lichtenstein 3 Slovic0
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1971=> based on previous experiences ?Camic> 1992=. If people have had a health
check before> they might be more likely to know why certain procedures are helpful>
but also the disadvantages ?e.g. pain= of having them done ?Cea @ Fisher> 2003=.
Finally> it is hypothesised that increased decision-making opportunities would affect
capacity to consent to a health check. A lack of decision-making opportunities can
lead to learned helplessness ?Aenkinson> 1999=> which in turn can lead to a lack of
engagement with the decision-making process and therefore decreased ability to
make decisions ?Ollendick> Breene> Francis @ Baum> 1991=.
Cherefore this study examines how verbal ability> decision-making opportunities and
previous experience of a health check interact to influence capacity to consent to a
health check in adults with an intellectual disability. In addition> it also aims to




Approval for the study was obtained from a national NHS research ethics committee>
specialising in research with participants who are unable to consent> and from the
relevant local NHS research and development committee ?Appendix B and C=. It was
felt that most participants with intellectual disabilities would be able to consent to
the research> but in order to ensure a broad range of participants who could and
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could not consent to health checks\ it was important not to exclude those who were
unable to consent to the research. Consent was sought from every individual. ]here
it seemed the person could not consent\ a research consultee was consulted
^Appendix D and E_\ in line with the requirements of the MCA ^2005_. If it was then




 ldcm ag ngcikkiecoak pdhaqdkdcr
Forty-two adults with an intellectual disability were invited to participate. Of these\
six declined. Opinions were sought from research consultees for two participants\
one of whom took part and the other declined. A further three withdrew before
starting data collection\ leaving 32 participants in total. All participants\ 20 male and
12 female\ were on the local intellectual disability team register. Participants were
included if they were English speaking\ over 18 years old and had the expressive
language ability to answer simple questions. People with a visual impairment or
dementia were excluded. Nineteen participants lived in residential care homes\ eight
lived in supported living\ two lived in Shared Lives adult placements\ one was in an
Assessment and sreatment unit\ one lived with their partner and children and one
lived with parents.
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tuvwvx
A carer was recruited for every participant with an intellectual disabilityy although
some carers provided information on more than one participanty resulting in 22
carers in total. zhey were people who knew the participant well and could answer
questions about their daily lives.
{|vxwx
Practice nurses were recruited through the local intellectual disability teamy who had
a register of all the local }P surgeries providing annual health checks for people with
intellectual disabilities. All the nurses were sent a letter and information sheet
~Appendix F and } about the project which was followed up with phone calls and
visits to their surgeries. Seven nurses agreed to take part. Howevery when followed
up for further contacty only three responded. After several attempts to contact them




his research used a correlationaly cross-section designy in line with other research
in the area. zhe study was quantitative and used both standardised and non-
standardised measures.




Verbal ability was assessed using the British Picture Vocabulary Scale  2nd Edition
BPVS Dunn Dunn hetton  Pintillie 1982 Appendix H. It measures a person
receptive vocabulary and relates closely to verbal IQ. he measure has been shown
to have good reliability and validity. Cronbach

 Alpha was 0.93 with a split-half
reliability of 0.86. he manual contains detailed information of the measure strong
positive correlation with other language tests

 as well as its value in predicting
cognitive ability. Although designed for children it has been widely used with adults
with intellectual disabilities e.g. Arscott et al. 1999 Howlin Davies  Udwin 1998





























was used to assess decision-making opportunities.
he original study showed it to have good reliability and validity. Internal
consistency had a Cronbach Alpha of 0.9 and inter-scorer agreement was 91.9¤
whilst the test-retest reliability was 0.89. he questionnaire was also shown to have




 with a Quality of Life Empowerment scale. Construct
validity was demonstrated by showing a significant difference between those living
semi-independently compared with those living dependently. he measure can be
self-report or completed by carers. For this study carers completed the
questionnaire to standardise administration across all participants some of whom
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would not have been able to complete it for themselves. In the original study no
significant differences were found between participant and staff scores.
¥¦§¨©ª«¬ ­®¯§¦©§°±§ ª² ³§´µ¶· ¸·§±¹¬
A Health Experience Questionnaire ºHEQ» Appendix ¼½ was designed to assess how
much previous experience of health checks participants could recall. It contained 11
questions asking about whether the person had experienced the different
procedures in the health check. Participants could answer ¾yes¿À ¾no¿ or ¾donÁÂ
know¿ for each procedure. ¾Yes¿ answers scored 1-pointÀ and ¾no¿ or ¾donÁt know¿
scored 0-pointÀ leading to a score out of 11.
Ãhe questionnaire used simple language and pictures to maximise understanding
and a consultation was held with a local intellectual disability advocacy group to
ensure its accessibility for people with intellectual disabilities. Content validity was
achieved by basing the questionnaire on the Cardiff health check protocol ºBMA Ä
NHS EmployersÀ 2008½À which all health checks are based on. As a measure of
reliability both the carer and the researcher scored the answer to each questionÀ for






he assessment of capacity to consent to the health check ºAppendix K½ was similar
to measures used in other capacity to consent studies ºe.g. Morris et al.À 1993½À but
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rather than presenting vignettesÇ information about the procedures in the health
check was presented to the person using an information sheet with pictures and
simple language Èapproved by members of a local intellectual disability advocacy
groupÉ. A semi-structured questionnaire and scoring sheet Èadapted from Suto et al.Ç
2005
É
was then used to ask participants questions about the decision to be made.
Êhe researcher asked as many questions as were appropriate to give the individual
maximum chance to demonstrate their knowledge. Appropriate answers could
include information from the sheet or other individual responses.
Instead of presenting all the information at onceÇ the assessment used ‘Element
DisclosureË
È
Ìong et al.Ç 2000ÉÇ which involved breaking down the information into
sections and asking questions after each part. Participants were also encouraged to
use the information sheet when answeringÇ to reduce the load on memory. Êhere
were four sections or subtestsÍ measuring height and weightÎ checking earsÇ chest
and blood pressureÎ urine and medicationÎ and injections and blood tests.
Êhe assessment was scored in two ways. FirstlyÇ five decision-making abilities were
rated for all four subtests. Êhe abilities wereÍ understanding what decision was being
made and their right to say no ÈidentificationÉÎ understanding the advantages and




Î ability to reasonÇ demonstrated by





understanding who would be affected by the decision ÈappreciationÉÎ and
















understandingÉ. Êhis provided a total score out of ten for each subtestÇ giving a total
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score out of 40 Ïacross all the subtestsÐ. SecondlyÑ a score was obtained for each
decision-making ability across all subtests. Òhis provided a score out of eight for
each decision-making ability Ïacross the four subtestsÐ.
Each assessment was rated by two peopleÓ the lead researcher and an Assistant
Psychologist blind to their performance on other measures. Òwo assessments were
used as a pilot for the raters to agree scoring criteria and inter-rater reliability was
then analysed for the remainder of the sample.
ÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÕØ
Initially people with an intellectual disability who attended the surgeries where the
original seven nurses agreed to participateÑ were invited to take part. Later on other
participants known to the intellectual disability team were also invited to participate.
Òhis amendment was approved by the NHS ethics committee ÏAppendix LÐ. A
member of the local intellectual disability team made contact through letters
ÏAppendix M and NÐ and phone calls. Òhe lead researcher then met all those who
expressed an interest in the project to go through the information sheet and
establish consent to take part. Òhe information sheet and consent form were
approved by a local intellectual disability advocacy group.
Following initial agreement a second appointment was arranged for data collection.
At this appointment the researcher again confirmed that the person wished to take
part and they signed a consent form ÏAppendix OÐ. Òhe BPVSÑ HEQ and Assessment
of Capacity to Consent were then completed with the individual. Òhe capacity
assessment was also audio-recorded for the purpose 
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and this was agreed to on the consent form. Participants were given the option of
their carer sitting inÛ which half the participants opted for. Ühe appointments lasted
approximately 45-60 minutesÛ although sometimes they were up to 90 minutesÛ with
a break in the middle.
Carers were asked to complete the CQ and those who sat in on the assessment were
also asked to rate the HEQ for inter-rater reliability purposes. Ühis required carers to
mark the HEQ according to the participantÝÞ response ßnot their opinion of what the
response should beà. Ühis was to demonstrate that we were accurately recording
responses and gave us a measure of inter-rater reliability which demonstrated that
different people can use the measure to get the same information. All carers also
signed a consent form ßAppendix P
à
.
Following data collection the nurses were contacted for a brief telephone
conversation. Ühey were asked about the capacity to consent of the participants in
the study for whom they had conducted health checks and the criteria they used to
establish whether an individual has the capacity to consent to the health check.
Following analysis of dataÛ a summary of the results was sent to all participantsÛ the
relevant ethics committee and NHS research and development department
ßAppendix QÛ RÛ SÛ U á Và.
âãäãåæãåçäè éêäèëæåæ
All data analysis was done using SPSS Version 17 for ìindows. Missing data were
dealt with by excluding variables on an analysis-by-analysis basis.
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íîïîðñîðòïó ôõö÷ø
Power calculations conducted prior to starting the researchù were based on previous
studies using the CQ and the BPVS úArscott et al.ù 1999û Suto et al.ù 2005üù which
had effect siýes ranging from ø = .55 to ø = .58. In order to detect a significant úþ ß
.05
ü
correlation between these measures and capacity to consent to healthcareù with
adequate power 
ú 
 80üù a sample siýe of 25 is suggested úClark-Carterù 2010ü. o
allow for the possibility of data not being normally distributed Clark-Carter ú2010ü
suggests multiplying the sample si
ý
e by 1.1ù indicating 28 participants.
Regression analyses have not been done in this field of research. Howeverù in order
to obtain a large effect si
ý
eù 2 = .26ù a sample siýe of 40 is suggested úpower  
80
ü




. he potential impact of
not having a large enough sample siýe for regression is reflected on in the
Discussion.
sts





assessmentù CQ and BPVS scores were all normally distributed. Correlations for
these variables were conducted using Pearson 	 correlation coefficients. Scores for
the HEQ were negatively skewed. Scores for decision-making abilities and subtests
of the capacity assessment were also found to be non-normally distributed.




 au. his test was used because it can be more






. A non-parametric ANOVAù
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Friedman test was used for comparing scores on decision-making abilities and
capacity assessment subtests.
 
Inter-rater reliability was calculated for the Assessment of Capacity to Consent using
two-way random single measure intra-class correlation ICCﬀ Shrout ﬁ Fleiss 1979ﬂ.
ﬃhe ICC for capacity to consent subtests 1-4 were 0.93 0.92 0.95 and 0.92
respectively indicating very good reliability. Inter-rater reliability for the HEQ was
calculated using Cohen Kappa coeffiecient = .66  ! .001 indicating substantial


























Measure Mean SDﬂ Possible Range Actual Range
Health ExperienceQuestionnaire 9.311.71ﬂ 0-11 5-11
Choice Questionnaire 61.17
6.73ﬂ 26-78 49-73
British Picture VocabularyScale 73.124.48ﬂ 0-168 25-123
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,-./01 234-56-78- 9:-;06<77.65-
=he mean score for the HEQ indicated a high level of previous healthcare experience
on average. =he range of scores showed that everyone could recall some previous
experience of the procedures in the health check.
>1<68- 9:-;06<77.65-
One participant did not have a carer to complete the CQ and one participant was
removed as an outlier on this measure. His score was more than two standard
deviations below the mean and clinically it was felt that his very restrictive
residential placement was inappropriate? given his level of ability. Hence data was
included for 30 participants. =he mean score indicated a reasonable level of choice
on average.
@5606;1 A680:5- B<8.C:/.5D E8./-
One participant was unable to complete this measure due to an eye infection that
developed before it could be completed? so data was analysed for 31 participants.
=he mean score is equivalent to the expected verbal ability of a seven year old.
=here was a large range of scores? indicating a range in ability from that expected of
a two year old? up to that of a fourteen year old.
>.4.860D 0< ><7;-70 F;;-;;G-70
=he characteristics of the capacity assessment can be seen in =able 2. =hese figures
show a wide range of scores? but demonstrate that some participants were able to
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score the maximum points. In addition no participants scored Hero on any of the
subtests showing that everyone was able to demonstrate some decision-making
ability. Ihe Friedman test revealed there were no significant differences between the
four subtests in the assessmentJ χ² K3L N=32M = 5.41L N = .14.
I
able 2
OPQRQSTURVWTVSW XY TPU Z[\TUWTW Q]^ _XTQ` ZSXRU YXR OQNQSVTa TX OX]WU]T bWWUWWcU]T
Subtest Median Range Possible Range No. of Participants
daining Maximum Score
1. Health and
eeight Kn=32M 7.00 3-10 0-10 3
2. EarsL BloodPressure andChest Kn=32M 7.00 4-10 0-10 2
3. Urine andMedication
Kn=32M 7.00 2-10 0-10 3
4. Injections andBlood Iest
Kn=32M 7.00 3-10 0-10 4
Overall Iotal
Kn=32M 29 14-40 0-40 1




As predicted BPVS scores showed significant positive correlation with HEQ xτ = .25y
p xone-tailedz = .04z and CQ scores xt = .35y p xone-tailedz = .03z. {he positive
correlation between CQ scores and HEQ scores xτ = .20y p xone-tailedz = .07z was
almost significant.
{hese results show that increased verbal ability is associated with increased recall of
previous healthcare experience and increased decision-making opportunities. {he
results also suggest that there is a relationship between increased decision-making
opportunities and increased health experiencey but the relationship is not quite
significant.
fghijklmnokp rkjo |ipiwkj} jl |lmngmj
HEQ scores xτ = .31y p xone-tailedz = .01z and BPVS scores xt = .61y p xone-tailedz
~.001z both showed significant positive correlation with total capacity to consent
scores. Howevery whilst there was a positive correlation between CQ scores and
capacity to consent xt = .29y p xone-tailedz = .06zy it just failed to meet the
significance level of p ~ .05.
{hese results demonstrate that increased verbal ability and previous experience of
health checks are associated with increased capacity to consent to a health check.
Decision-making opportunities did not show a strong enough relationship with
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capacity to consent to be significant but there was a trend to suggest that increased
decision-making opportunities may be associated with increased capacity to consent.
  Ł
A regression model was then used to establish whether any of the variables could
predict capacity to consent. Inspection of the data to ensure it met the assumptions
of linearity homoscedasticity and normally distributed errors required for a
regression model Field 2009 are detailed in Appendix X. he correlations between













indicating the model is not biased and multicollinearity is not a
problem Field 2009. he Durbin-atson test was used to check for independence






he Enter method was used due to the small sample sie 

Brace Kemp  Snelgar
2006

 and BPVS and HEQ scores were entered as independent variables. CQ scores
were not included as they had not shown a significant correlation with capacity to
consent. his produced a significant model  228 = 9.34   .01 which






he information for the predictor
variables is shown in 

able 3.
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able 3
   ¡  ¢ £ ¤ ¥¤ ¦¦§  ¦¤ ¨  © §¤ ª«¬ 
 ¨  ¢ £ ¤ ­¤ ¬
Variable ® ¡¯ ® °
Previous Health Experience 0.76 0.62 .19
Verbal Ability 0.15 0.04 .54*
*± ² .01.
hese results show that only verbal ability was a significant predictor of capacity to





he MCA µ2005¶ requires that at some point a decision is made about whether a
person has capacity or not. A strict criterion to determine this³ in line with the MCA
guidance³ would be gaining the maximum score of 40. Capacity to consent could
also be based purely on the clinical judgement of the interviewer. able 4 shows the
number of participants who would achieve capacity to consent³ according to the
different criteria. It also shows the number of people who scored 50· and 75· on
the assessment.
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¸able 4
¹º»¼½¾ ¿À ÁÂ¾ÃÄÅÄÆÂÇÃÈ ÉÊ¿ ÊÂË ÌÂÆÂÅÄÃÍ Ã¿ Ì¿ÇÈ½ÇÃ Î½Æ½ÇË½ÇÃ ¿Ç ÌºÃÏ¿ÀÀ Á¿ÄÇÃ
Criterion No. of Participants with Capacity to Consent
Maximum score of 40 1
Scoring 28 out of 40 Ð75ÑÒ 21







¸he characteristics for each decision-making abilityÙ across all subtests in the
capacity assessment
Ù
 are shown in ¸able 5.
¸able 5
ÌÊÂ¾ÂÅÃ½¾ÄÈÃÄÅÈ À¿¾ ½ÂÅÊ Î½ÅÄÈÄ¿ÇÏÔÂÕÄÇÖ ×¼ÄØÄÃÍ ÂÅ¾¿ÈÈ ÂØØ ÌÂÆÂÅÄÃÍ ×ÈÈ½ÈÈ»½ÇÃ
Úº¼Ã½ÈÃÈ








5.50 4-8 0-8 11
Understanding Ðn=32Ò 4.00 0-8 0-8 3










8.00 5-8 0-8 26
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ÜÝÞÞßàáâ ãä åßæçâçãáèéÝêçáë
ìhe numbers in the table suggest that some decision-making abilities were easier
than others. ìhe median scores indicate that appreciation and communication were
the easiest decision-making abilitiesí with the range indicating that people scored
better for communication. Understanding and reasoning seemed to be the hardest
decision-making abilities.
ìhe Friedman test revealed there were significant differences between the decision-
making abilitiesî χ² ï4í N=32ð = 66.28í ñ ò .001. Post hoc analyses using óilcoxon-
signed rank tests are shown in ìable 6. A Bonferroni correction was used to reduce
the risk of ìype 1 errors. ìhe results show that communicationí identification and
appreciation were all significantly easier than understanding and reasoning.
Communication was also significantly easier than identification.
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ôable 6
õö÷øùú÷ ûü ýþßö ’s Test Post Hoc Analysis for Comparing Decision-Making Abilities
Comparison Z Effect sie r)






















Understanding  Communication -4.72*  .37






Appreciation - Communication -2.07*
 
.16
* p  .005
Relationships between Predictor Variables and Decision-Making Abilities
Further correlation analyses using Kendall	 ôau were done to explore which
particular decision-making abilities the three predictor variables correlated with. ôhe
results of the correlation analyses are shown in ôable 7. A Bonferroni correction was
not applied to take into account the number of correlations because these were
exploratory analyses.




Correlations between the Three Predictor Variables and Decision-Making Abilities
HEQ Score CQ Score BPVS Score
Identification .27** .19* .11**
Understanding .34** .31* .49**
Reasoning .18** .16* .52**
Appreciation .18** .13* .28**
Communication .02** .06* .26**
*p  .05.  **p  .01.

hese results show that increased previous health experience is related to increased
understanding that you have a right to say no and understanding of advantages and
disadvantages. Having more decision-making opportunities is associated with an
increase in understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of the health check.
Finally better verbal ability is associated with an increase in understanding the
advantages and disadvantages of the health check ability to reason appreciating
who is impacted by the decision and communicating the decision.
Feedback from Nurses
Feedback from nurses was limited due to the small number of nurses participating
and is therefore not suitable for thorough statistical or qualitative analysis.
Information was gathered on six participants all of whom nurses stated were able to
consent. Capacity assessment scores for these participants were 17 18 22 23 31
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and 33. Although a very small sample the scores indicate that nurses were viewing
some people as able to consent despite scoring less than 50 on the capacity to
consent assessment.
Simple thematic analysis of the nurse feedback identified four main criteria the
nurses looked for in judging capacity to consent
 Coming to appointments on their own
 Being able to answer questions
 Agreeing to the procedure
 Being able to have some sort of conversation
All three nurses said they had never had anyone refuse a procedure as part of a
health check.
Dsus
Predictor Variables and Capacity to Consent
In support of our hypotheses the results found that previous health experience and
verbal ability were both associated with capacity to consent to a health check. he
findings show that verbal ability has a strong relationship with capacity to consent
as demonstrated by a large effect sie and the fact the relationship was not reduced
by the other variables. hus the findings that reducing demand on verbal ability did
not improve capacity to consent Dye et al. 2007 are unlikely to be due to a lack of
association between verbal ability and capacity to consent. Instead it may be that
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they did not reduce the demand on verbal ability significantly enough to make a
difference.
he link between previous health experience and capacity to consent is a new
finding in the literature on capacity to consent to healthcare in people with
intellectual disabilities. Fisher et al. 2006ﬀ found no link between medical histories
and capacity to consent. However








examined the link between previous experience of

 and capacity to consent to

 the
same specific procedure ﬂ having a health check. herefore evidence of a link
between the two supports the view that capacity to consent is situation and context
specific.
his association is important to explore further because it suggests that each time a
person attends for a health check they will have increased capacity to consent.
herefore healthcare professionals need to be wary of assuming that if someone
was unable to consent last time

 they also cannot consent the next time.
Contrary to our predictions

the association between decision-making opportunities
and capacity to consent was not quite significant. he number of participants for the
study was based on large effect siﬃes as demonstrated by Suto et al. 2005ﬀ but the
effect siﬃe for the correlation between decision-making opportunities and capacity to






 which suggests a larger participant sample may
be needed to show if the result is significant or not.
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Relationship between Predictor Variables
As hypothesised verbal ability showed a significant association with decision-making
opportunities and previous health experience. he link between verbal ability and
previous experience suggests that participants with a higher verbal ability are more
likely to go to the doctors regularly! possibly because they are more able to report
health problems. Although! the finding may also be influenced by the fact the HEQ
required verbal responses! even though it was designed to have a very low demand
on verbal ability.

his requires further investigation.

he same argument does not
explain the link between decision-making opportunities and verbal ability! because
the CQ was completed by staff. herefore the finding lends support to the
hypothesis that those with greater verbal ability are given more opportunity to make
their own decisions.
Model of Capacity to Consent

he aim of this study was to see whether a model could be created to show how the
factors interrelated to influence capacity to consent. Figure 2 shows a model of the
results of the correlation.
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Figure 2. Correlational model of the relationships between the three predictor variables"
verbal ability" previous health experience and decision-making opportunities and the
dependent variable capacity to consent.
However# the correlation model does not show the direction of the associations or
the influencing strength of each of the predictor variables. $he model of regression
looks quite different %Figure 3&.
Figure 3. Regression model of the relationships between the three predictor variables" verbal
ability" previous health experience and decision-making opportunities and the dependent
variable capacity to consent.
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'his model showed that verbal ability was the only useful predictor of capacity to
consent( which highlights the importance of not making assumptions from
correlations. 'he large effect si)e indicates that there were enough participants in
the study for a significant regression model( however greater participant numbers
are required to fully explore the impact of previous health experience and decision-
making opportunities.
Decision-Making Abilities
'he results showed that understanding advantages and disadvantages and ability to
reason were the hardest elements of decision-making( in line with other research
*Arscott et al.( 1999+ Morris et al.( 1993+ ,ong et al.( 2000+ Cea - Fisher( 2003..
Communicating a choice seemed to be the easiest *Fisher et al.( 2006.( as only six
participants failed to get the maximum score. 'his evidence helps identify potential
areas of intervention( to improve capacity to consent to healthcare. Difficulties in
understanding the consequences of a decision suggest we need to find better ways
to communicate this information to people with intellectual disabilities. Suggestions
include providing more visual information( giving people time to process it( repeating
information at time intervals or where possible providing physical demonstrations.
Further research is needed to explore these possibilities.
Acquiescence
Although the results suggested that understanding their right to say no was one of
the easier decision-making abilities( less than 50/ gained full marks for this(
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suggesting more than half of participants felt pressured or unable to say no at some
point. Similar findings have been reported in other studies 0Morris et al.1 19932
Arscott et al.1 19992 Fisher et al.1 20063. Notably1 the nurses also reported that no
person with an intellectual disability had ever refused a procedure. It is therefore
important that health professionals are aware of the pressure a person might feel to
agree and that increased attempts are made to help people with intellectual
disabilities understand they have a right to choose.
Assessing Capacity to Consent
4here is some debate in the literature1 promoted by Dye1 Hendy1 Hare and Burton
020043 that the method of assessing capacity as required by the MCA 020053 is not
well-matched to theory1 requiring people with intellectual disabilities to be more
rational than people without intellectual disabilities. Only one participant in this study
had the capacity to consent1 if achieving the maximum score is the criterion for
capacity. However1 participants were often able to understand the decision to be
made1 who it would impact and communicate their decision1 but may not have fully
understood all the consequences or showed entirely rational reasoning. Relaxing the
cut-off point to 755 0i.e. scoring 7 out of 10 on average for each subtest
3
 to allow
some flexibility for these participants meant that 21 of the participants could
consent1 which is a considerable difference. Relaxing the cut-off further to 5051
meant 28 participants could consent.
It is difficult to establish where an appropriate cut-off point would be1 if we attempt
to allow some flexibility and hence do not use the maximum score. However1 6risso
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and Appelbaum 719988 argued that measures of capacity should only provide a
framework to help the clinician make a clinical judgement and it is interesting to
note that a cut-off of 759 is most closely aligned with the clinical judgement of the
interviewer in this study. Studies have also shown that people without intellectual
disabilities have struggled with understanding consequences and reasoning ability
7Morris et al.: 1993; Cea < Fisher: 20038 and yet their capacity to consent is unlikely
to be questioned. Hence these results lend weight to the argument for the
=recontextualisation> 7Dye et al. 720048 of capacity to consent for people with
intellectual disabilities.
Link between Predictor Variables and Decision-Making Abilities
Results showed that previous health experience was associated with an increased
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of health checks and the right
to say no. ?his fits with Cea < Fisher@A 720038 argument that understanding of
factual information about a medical procedure would be improved if that person had
had the procedure before. For example it may be difficult to imagine that being
weighed could be embarrassing: or that providing a urine sample could be
=disgusting> unless they have done it before.
Verbal ability was also linked to understanding advantages and disadvantages: as
well as ability to reason: understanding who the decision impacts and
communication. ?his could be because those with better verbal ability were more
able to explain their reasoning and understanding than those with lesser verbal
abilities.
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Decision-making opportunities were linked to understanding advantages and
disadvantages. Bhis could be because as people make more decisions they become
more aware that each choice has advantages and disadvantages. HoweverC the
relationship may go the other way and it may be that participants with a greater
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of a decision
C
are more likely to
be allowed to make their own decisions. Further research is needed to establish the
direction of the relationship.
Feedback from Nurses
Feedback from nurses was very limited. HoweverC their comments indicated that
they relied significantly on verbal communication from participants
C
 which matches
the finding that verbal ability is a significant predictor of capacity to consent. Notably
however none of the nurses reported following MCA criteria to assess capacityC
raising the question of whether the MCA is being followed by health professionals.
Baking someoneDE agreement as evidence of capacity has significant limitations
C
because of difficulties with acquiescence or a lack of understanding and this may
possibly explain why nurses judged some participants to have capacity to consentC
even though they actually had low scores on the capacity to consent assessment. It
could also be that being in the doctorDE surgery provided more clues about the
situationC increasing participants understanding and therefore their ability to
consent. Further research is required into how nurses assess capacity to consent.
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Strengths and Limitations
A significant strength of this study was that assessment of capacity to consent was
based on a real life situationF instead of a hypothetical vignette. All the participants
had received health checks within the last yearF meaning no participants had to
imagine an unknown event
F
 as is the case in many other studies on capacity to
consent to healthcare GMurphy H Clare
F
 2003I. In addition using a regression model
to examine the direction of the relationships between variablesF showed the
importance of extending the research beyond simply finding associations between
individual variables and capacity to consent.
One of the limitations of this study is the small sample siJeF which reduces the
power of the statistics and may explain some of the non-significant results
F
 as
discussed above. HoweverF the sample siJe was similar to other published studies
GArscott et al.
F
 1999K Suto et al. 2005I. In addition
F
 this study was always meant to
be a pilot study
F
 with the idea that it could be expanded and developed in further
research.
A further limitation of the study was not compiling the age of the participants. Lhis
limits the comparisons that can be made with participant samples in other studies. It
also could have been helpful to look at the correlation between age and previous
health experience
F
 to see whether it mediated the relationship between previous
health experience and capacity to consent.
It was a shame that the CQ was completed by carers rather than participants.
Although Stancliffe H Parmenter G1991I found little difference between staff and
self-report scores
F
 it is still possible that using self-report may have produced
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different results in this study. HoweverM asking participants to complete the measure
would have meant only including participants able enough to do so and excluded
people with more severe difficulties.
Nhe HEQ was a newly designed measure for this study and only a small amount of
data could be collected on its reliability and validity. Nhe HEQ did rely on some
verbal abilityM which may have influenced the findingsM but it was important to use a
measure that participants answer themselvesM because a carer saying a person has
had a procedure before is not the same as the person recalling it themselves. It
would also have been helpful to pilot the measure first before using it.
FinallyM the small number of nurse participants significantly limited the value of their
feedback. Although many nurses were interested in taking partM finding the time to
do so was a major challenge for all of them.
Further Research
Further research is now required to replicate this study with a larger population and
to add variables to the model as our knowledge increases. Decision-making theory
provides a helpful starting point for considering which variables are worth
investigating. Research can then explore how these variables might be manipulated
to improve capacity to consent. Identification of the weakest parts of the decision-
making process also highlights possible areas of interventionM which require further
investigation.
N
he research also contributes to the debate on the best way of
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assessing capacity to consent in people with intellectual disabilities and it is hoped
research and discussion in this area continue.
COPQRusSOPT
Uhis study found that verbal ability and previous health experience are associated
with capacity to consent to a health checkV whilst decision-making opportunities are
not quite significantly related. Uhe model of regression demonstrated the importance
of exploring how these variables interact with each other and showed that only
verbal ability significantly predicted capacity. Uhe model now requires replicating in a
larger sample and needs to be developed to include other variables. Further
research is also needed into different decision-making abilities
V
 with the aim of
suggesting specific targets for intervention to help improve capacity to consent to
healthcare in adults with intellectual disabilities. Finding ways to improve the
decision-making ability of people with intellectual disabilities would empower them to
have more say in their own healthcare
V
 which is important for quality of life
WXehmeyerV 2001Y and may well be important for health outcomes.
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QRS TUVW XWWY ZYVZ[W\ [R U][ U^ U _W^WU`]T aRY^Sb[WW cR` ddddddddde fTW
gS`gR^W Rc hRS` `RbW Z^ [R TWbg S^ \W]Z\W iTW[TW` Z[ Z^ ^SZ[UXbW cR` [TWj [R [UkW
gU`[ ZY RS` `W^WU`]T g`RlW][e fTWh TUVW XWWY U^^W^^W\ UY\ [TW `W^WU`]TW`^ TUVW
\W]Z\W\ [TU[ [TZ^ gW`^RY Z^ YR[ UXbW [R ]RY^WY[ [TWj^WbVW^ [R [UkZYm gU`[ UY\
[TZ^ Z^ iTh iW YWW\ hRS` TWbge
QRS TUVW XWWY U^kW\ XW]US^W hRS U`W YR[ gUZ\ [R ]U`W cR` [TZ^ gW`^RY UY\ hRS
TUVW YR ]RYYW][ZRY iZ[T [TW `W^WU`]T g`RlW][e fTZ^ jWUY^ hRS U`W jR`W bZkWbh [R
]RjW [R U cUZ` \W]Z^ZRY UXRS[ iTW[TW` Z[ Z^ `ZmT[ cR` [TZ^ gW`^RY [R [UkW gU`[e
nR^[ bZkWbh hRS U`W Ub^R ^RjWRYW iTR kYRi^ [TZ^ gW`^RY iWbb UY\ ^R iZbb kYRi
iTU[ [TWZ` iZ^TW^ UY\ cWWbZYm^ UXRS[ Z[ jZmT[ XWe
fTZ^ g`RlW][ Z^ UXRS[ ]RY^WY[ [R TUVZYm U TWUb[T ]TW]ke WW U`W mRZYm [R bRRk U[
[T`WW cU][R`^ [TU[ jUh UccW][ ]RY^WY[o [TW gW`^RYp^ VW`XUb UXZbZ[hq TRi jS]T
RggR`[SYZ[h [TWh TUVW [R jUkW \W]Z^ZRY^ UXRS[ [TWZ` bZcWq UY\ TRi jS]T
WrgW`ZWY]W [TWh TUVW TU\ Rc TWUb[T ]TW]k^e WW iUY[ [R cZY\ RS[ Zc UYh Rc [TW^W
cU][R`^ jUkW Z[ jR`W R` bW^^ bZkWbh [TU[ [TWh U`W UXbW [R ]RY^WY[e
fTW g`RlW][ ZYVRbVW^ [TW gU`[Z]ZgUY[ UY^iW`ZYm U sSW^[ZRYYUZ`W UY\ YUjZYm ^RjW
gZ][S`W^q iZ[T [TW `W^WU`]TW` HWU[TW` tZbk^uHRggW`e fTWY Z[ iZbb ZYVRbVW mRZYm
[T`RSmT ^RjW ZYcR`jU[ZRY UXRS[ TWUb[T ]TW]k^ UY\ UY^iW`ZYm 
s
SW^[ZRY^ UXRS[
[TW U\VUY[UmW^ UY\ \Z^U\VUY[UmW^ Rc Z[q ZY R`\W` cR` [TW `W^WU`]TW` [R \W]Z\W
iTW[TW` [TWh U`W UXbW [R ]RY^WY[ [R U TWUb[T ]TW]ke fTZ^ XZ[ Rc [TW `W^WU`]T iZbb
XW US\ZR
u
`W]R`\W\ ^R [TU[ RYW R[TW` gW`^RY ]UY bZ^[WY [R Z[q [R ^WW iTW[TW` [TWh
Um`WW iZ[T [TW `W^WU`]TW`p^ VZWie fTW R[TW` gW`^RY bZ^[WYZYm [R Z[ iZbb WZ[TW` XW
[TW `W^WU`]TW`p^ ^SgW`VZ^R` R` UYR[TW` jWjXW` Rc [TW gW`^RYp^ ]RjjSYZ[h
bWU`YZYm \Z^UXZbZ[h [WUje vY]W Z[ TU^ XWWY bZ^[WYW\ [R Xh [TW R[TW` gW`^RY [TW
`W]R`\ZYm iZbb XW \WbW[W\e
fTW `W^WU`]TW` iZbb Ub^R ]RjgbW[W U 
s
SW^[ZRYYUZ`W iZ[T [TWZ` ]U`W` UY\ ]RY\S][ U
^TR`[ ZY[W`VZWi iZ[T [TW YS`^W iTR ]U``ZW\ RS[ [TW TWUb[T ]TW]k [R U^k Zc [TW
YS`^W [TRSmT[ [TW gU`[Z]ZgUY[ TU\ [TW UXZbZ[h [R ]RY^WY[ UY\ iThq U^ iWbb U^ [R
]TW]k iTZ]T g`R]W\S`W^ [RRk gbU]W ZY [TW TWUb[T ]TW]ke
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Salomons Campus at Tunbridge Wells 
 
Department of Applied Psychology 
Faculty of Social and Applied Sciences 
 
David Salomons Estate  





My name is Heather and I  am training to be a Clinical Psychologist at Canterbury 
Christ Church University. I  am also working with Professor Glynis Murphy in the 
Community Learning Disability Team and we are doing some research together. M* *  
B* *  from * * *  CLDT has given me your name. 
 
I  would like to invite you to meet with me and discuss whether you would like to 
take part in my research project. The project is about people with a learning 
disability’s capacity to consent to having a health check. I  am attaching the 
information sheet and the consent form for you to read. I f you would like to take 
part please could you return the consent form to: 
 
Professor Glynis Murphy 
(CLDT address) 
 
I f you have any questions you would like to ask me before agreeing to take part you 
can contact me at hld1@canterbury.ac.uk or 01892 50 7673 (please state who you 
are calling for, and leave your name and number and I will get back to you). 
 
I f we have not heard from you within two weeks of sending this letter, Glynis 
Murphy will call you, to check whether you are interested, but have not got round to 







Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Tel +44 (0) 1892 515152    Fax +44 (0) 1892 539102 
www.canterbury.ac.uk  
 
Professor Michael Wright, Vice Chancellor and Principal 
Registered Company No: 4793659
A Company limited by guarantee
Registered Charity No: 1098136
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Salomons Campus at Tunbridge Wells
ïðñðòóôõ ör÷øðôt òù÷úû Informed Consent to Healthcare in Adults withLearning Disabilities
I would like to invite you to take part in my research study. Please take the time toread the following information carefully and ask me if there is anything that is notclear or if you would like more information.
In 2005 the Mental Capacity Act was passed giving guidelines on assessing peoplewith a learning disability’s capacity to consent to healthcare assessment andtreatment. The main aim of this study is to look at 3 variables that might affectsomeone’s capacity to consent to an annual health check. These variables are: their verbal ability, their previous experience of having ahealth check and how many opportunities they have to make decisions. Researchers will need to check whether the person with a learning disabilityhas the capacity to consent to their health check, so they can see how theother variables affect it. They will also ask for your opinion on whether theperson has the capacity to consent, as there may be factors at the time of thehealth check that mean your decision would be different to ours.
You have been invited to participate because you are currently involved in theproject of rolling out annual health checks for this population.
What it will involve: Following the health check I will conduct a short telephone interview with youto find out whether you think the person had the capacity to consent to thehealth check and what led you to this decision. I will also ask exactly whatprocedures happened in the health check e.g. blood test, vaccinations, but willnot require any details about that person’s health. This interview should takeno more than 5-10 minutes.
Taking part in the study is entirely voluntary. If you decide to take part you will begiven this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. You arefree to withdraw from the study at any time and without giving a reason.
All data will be anonymous and confidential, and will be stored securely. Feedback toall participants will be anonymised. You will not be identifiable in any publications ofthe findings. The study has been approved by the NHS Research Ethics Committee.We will feed back the findings of the research to you and the other groups ofparticipants. We also aim to publish the findings in 2012.
The research will be conducted by myself, a Trainee Clinical Psychologist infulfilment of my clinical doctorate, and my supervisor, a Consultant ClinicalPsychologist, in association with the Community Learning Disability Team (**** NHSFoundation Trust). Should you wish to have a further discussion about the study orrequire any more information, please contact me at hld1@canterbury.ac.uk or ringme on 01892 50 7673 (Please note this is a 24hr answer phone for several studies.You will need to leave a message saying who you are calling for and I will get backyou).
Nurse Consent FormVersion 2 – 27/6/10
Salomons Campus at Tunbridge Wells
Thank you for taking part in the study
Heather Dilks-Hopper Professor Glynis MurphyTrainee Clinical Psychologist Consultant Clinical Psychologist
Nurse Consent FormVersion 2 – 27/6/10
Salomons Campus at Tunbridge Wells
Participant Number:
CONSENT FORM
Research Project about Informed Consent to Healthcare in Adults withLearning Disabilities
Researcher: Heather Dilks-Hopper
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet
dated…………….. for the above study and have had the
opportunity to ask questions.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time, without giving any reason, without my legal
rights being affected.
3. I understand that the results may be published but that they are
completely anonymised and I cannot be identified from them.
4. I agree to take part in the above study.
_____________________ ______________ _____________
Name of Participant Date Signature
_____________________ ______________ _____________
Name of Researcher Date Signature
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Department of Applied PsychologyFaculty of Social and Applied Sciences
David Salomons EstateBroomhill Road Southborough Tunbridge Wells Kent TN3 0TG (UK)Tel +44 (0) 1892 515152    Fax +44 (0) 1892 539102www.canterbury.ac.uk
Professor Michael Wright, Vice Chancellor and Principal
Registered Company No: 4793659A Company limited by guaranteeRegistered Charity No: 1098136
Dear
My name is Heather and I am working with Professor
Glynis Murphy in the Bexley Community Learning Disability
Team.
I don’t have your name. Bexley Learning Disability Team
is sending this letter out for me.
Would you like to meet me to have a chat
about my project?
The project is about what helps people with a learning
difficulty to make a decision about seeing the doctor or
the nurse. You might want to take part.
I would like to talk to your carer as well.
If you would like to talk to me, you can ring Glynis.
020 8269 3300
If you don’t call her, Glynis might call you to see if you want to





Salomons Campus at Tunbridge Wells
Department of Applied PsychologyFaculty of Social and Applied Sciences
David Salomons EstateBroomhill Road Southborough Tunbridge Wells Kent TN3 0TG (UK)Tel +44 (0) 1892 515152    Fax +44 (0) 1892 539102www.canterbury.ac.uk
Professor Michael Wright, Vice Chancellor and Principal
Registered Company No: 4793659A Company limited by guaranteeRegistered Charity No: 1098136
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We are trying to find out what helps people 
with a learning difficulty to decide to have their 









You can say NO to taking  















We would like to ask you some 
questions about going to see the 
nurse for your health check and 









We would like to ask you to name  






We would like to record some of your 





Everything will be kept private. We 





 The information may be 
published in a professional 
journal. This is a magazine for 
people who work with learning 





If you want any more information about  
this project you can ring me on 01892 50  







If you call me you will need to leave a message saying my 
name and what your name and telephone number is. Then I 
can call you back. 
 
 
Name  Job Title 
Heather Dilks-Hopper  Trainee Clinical Psychologist  
Glynis Murphy  Consultant Clinical Psychologist 
Version 1 – 5/5/10 
 







I have seen the information sheet about this 












I understand that I will answer some questions 







I understand that some of these questions 










 I understand that anything I 










I understand that the information 















I agree to answer some questions with Heather and 
name some pictures: 
   YES 
   
  NO 
 
 I agree to have some of my answers recorded: YES 
   




Thank You for Helping Me with my Project! 
 
 
_______________  _______  ______________ 




______________  ________  ______________ 
Name of researcher Date  Signature 
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ÃÄÅÄÆÇÈÉ ÊÇËÌÄÈÍ ÆÎËÏÍ ÐÑÒËÇÓÄÔ CËÑÅÄÑÍ ÍË ÕÄÆÖÍÉÈÆÇÄ ×Ñ ØÔÏÖÍÅ Ù×ÍÉ
ÚÄÆÇÑ×ÑÛ D×ÅÆÎ×Ö×Í×ÄÅ
Ü ÝÞßàá àâãä åÞ âæçâåä èÞß åÞ åéãä êéëå âæ ìè ëäíäéëîï íåßáèð ñàäéíä åéãä åïä åâìä åÞ
ëäéá åïä òÞààÞÝâæó âæòÞëìéåâÞæ îéëäòßààè éæá éíã ìä âò åïäëä âí éæèåïâæó åïéå âí æÞå
îàäéë Þë âò èÞß ÝÞßàá àâãä ìÞëä âæòÞëìéåâÞæð
Üæ ôõõö åïä ÷äæåéà Céêéîâåè øîå Ýéí êéííäá óâçâæó óßâáäàâæäí Þæ éííäííâæó êäÞêàä
Ýâåï é àäéëæâæó áâíéùâàâåè’í îéêéîâåè åÞ îÞæíäæå åÞ ïäéàåïîéëä éííäííìäæå éæá
åëäéåìäæåð úïä ìéâæ éâì Þò åïâí íåßáè âí åÞ àÞÞã éå û çéëâéùàäí åïéå ìâóïå éòòäîå
íÞìäÞæä’í îéêéîâåè åÞ îÞæíäæå åÞ éæ éææßéà ïäéàåï îïäîãð úïäíä çéëâéùàäí éëäü åïäâë çäëùéà éùâàâåèý åïäâë êëäçâÞßí äþêäëâäæîä Þò ïéçâæó é
ïäéàåï îïäîã éæá ïÞÝ ìéæè ÞêêÞëåßæâåâäí åïäè ïéçä åÞ ìéãä áäîâíâÞæíð ßäíäéëîïäëí Ýâàà æääá åÞ îïäîã Ýïäåïäë åïä êäëíÞæ Ýâåï é àäéëæâæó áâíéùâàâåè
ïéí åïä îéêéîâåè åÞ îÞæíäæå åÞ åïäâë ïäéàåï îïäîãý íÞ åïäè îéæ íää ïÞÝ åïä
Þåïäë çéëâéùàäí éòòäîå âåð
 Þß ïéçä ùääæ âæçâåäá åÞ êéëåâîâêéåä éí åïä îéëäë Þò åïä íäàäîåäá êäëíÞæ Ýâåï é
àäéëæâæó áâíéùâàâåèð
ïéå âå Ýâàà âæçÞàçä
ü Ü Ýâàà çâíâå åïä êäëíÞæ èÞß îéëä òÞëý åÞ éíã åïäì åÞ îÞæíäæå åÞ åïä ëäíäéëîï Ü Ýâàà åïäæ çâíâå åïäì éóéâæ åÞ óÞ åïëÞßóï íÞìä ßäíåâÞææéâëäí Ýâåï åïäìð Ü Ýâàà
æääá åÞ éíã èÞß íÞìä ßäíåâÞæíð Ü Ýâàà éàíÞ æääá èÞß åÞ ïäàê ìä íîÞëä Þæä Þò
åïä ßäíåâÞææéâëäíð Üå âí äéíè åÞ áÞ éæá Ü Ýâàà íïÞÝ èÞß ïÞÝ åÞð Ü Ýâàà éàíÞ ëäîÞëá åïä ëäíêÞæíäí åÞ Þæä Þò åïä 

ßäíåâÞææéâëäí åïéå åïä êäëíÞæ
èÞß îéëä òÞë îÞìêàäåäíð úïâí Ýâàà ùä àâíåäæäá åÞ ùè é ô êäëíÞæ òëÞì åïä
ëäíäéëîï åäéì åÞ ìéãä íßëä åïäè éóëää Ýâåï ìè íîÞëâæó Þò åïä ßäíåâÞææéâëäð
øòåäë âå ïéí ùääæ àâíåäæäá åÞ ùè åïâí êäëíÞæ âå Ýâàà ùä áäíåëÞèäáð Üå Ýâàà not
âæçÞàçä ëäîÞëáâæó èÞßë ëäíêÞæíäíð øòåäë åïäâë ïäéàåï îïäîã Ü Ýâàà âæåäëçâäÝ åïä æßëíä ÝïÞ îÞæáßîåäá âå éæá éíã
åïäì Ýïéå êëÞîäáßëäí åÞÞã êàéîä âæ åïä ïäéàåï îïäîã éæá Ýïäåïäë åïäè
åïÞßóïå åïä êäëíÞæ èÞß îéëä òÞë Ýéí éùàä åÞ îÞæíäæå åÞ åïä ïäéàåï îïäîãð Ü Ýâàà
æÞå ùä éíãâæó òÞë áäåéâàí éùÞßå åïéå êäëíÞæ’í ïäéàåïð
Üò éå éæè íåéóä áßëâæó åïä êëÞîäíí åïä êäëíÞæ èÞß îéëä òÞë íïÞßàá áâíîàÞíä éæèåïâæó
åïéå íïÞÝí åïäìíäàçäí Þë éæèÞæä äàíä åÞ ùä éå ëâíã
ý
 åïâí âæòÞëìéåâÞæ Ýâàà ùä êéííäá åÞ
ìè íßêäëçâíÞë àyæií ÷ßëêhy. She Ýiàà ìaãä a deciíâÞæ abÞßå Ýheåheë iå ií
æeceííaëy åÞ êaíí Þæ åhií iæfÞëìaåiÞæ åÞ Þåheë êëÞfeííâÞæaàí
ý
 fÞë exaìêàe a íÞciaà
ÝÞëãäë Þë åhe êëacåice æßëíä
ý
 deêeædiæg Þæ Ýhaå haí beeæ diíîàÞíed.
Taãâæg êaëå iæ åhe íåßdy ií eæåiëeày çÞàßæåaëy. Üò èÞß áäîâáä åÞ åéãä êéëå èÞß Ýâàà ùä
óâçäæ åïâí âæòÞëìéåâÞæ íïääå åÞ ãääê éæá ùä éíãäá åÞ íâóæ é îÞæíäæå òÞëìð  Þß éëä
òëää åÞ ÝâåïáëéÝ òëÞì åïä íåßáè éå éæè åâìä éæá ÝâåïÞßå óâçâæó é ëäéíÞæð
øàà áéåé Ýâàà ùä éæÞæèìÞßí éæá îÞæòâáäæåâéà
ý
éæá Ýâàà ùä íåÞëäá íäîßëäàèð Fääáùéîã åÞ
éàà êéëåâîâêéæåí Ýâàà ùä éæÞæèìâíäáð  Þß Ýâàà æÞå ùä âáäæåâòâéùàä âæ éæè êßùàâîéåâÞæí Þò
åïä òâæáâæóíð úïä íåßáè ïéí ùääæ éêêëÞçäá ùè åïä  ßäíäéëîï Eåïâîí CÞììâååääð
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?25,/3'31&2.> &0 +223,&+.&30 %&./ ./$ Aex'ey B39960i.y C$+40&01 D&2+*&'&.5 =$+9(Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust). Should you wish to have a further discussion aboutthe study or require any more information, please contact me athld1@canterbury.ac.uk or ring me on 01892 50 7673 (Please note this is a 24hranswer phone for several studies. You will need to leave a message saying who youare calling for and I will get back you).
Thank you for taking part in the study
Heather Dilks-Hopper Professor Glynis MurphyTrainee Clinical Psychologist Consultant Clinical Psychologist
ADDEFGHI J
KLMNONPQ RLOSTQ LU VTPWXYZ[\ ]\MMQ
Participant Number:
CONSENT FORM
Research Project about Informed Consent to Healthcare in Adults withLearning Disabilities
Researcher: Heather Dilks-Hopper
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet
dated…………….. for the above study and have had the
opportunity to ask questions.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time, without giving any reason, without my legal
rights being affected.
3. I understand that the results may be published but that they are
completely anonymised and I cannot be identified from them.
4. I agree to take part in the above study.
_____________________ ______________ _____________
Name of Participant Date Signature
_____________________ ______________ _____________
Name of Researcher Date Signature






ere good at 
answering the questions. 















I asked you to name some pictures and 






I found out that most people know quite a lot 
about health checks and w
I found out that if you understand more 
words, you will find it easier to understand 





I found out it is easier to tell people yes or no.  
  NO 
  YES 
 
 




This information helps us to know more about how to help 
you understand about having a health check. 
 
If you want more information about health checks you can 
ask your doctor or your nurse.  
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FÕÕÖ×ØÙÚ ÛÜÝÞ Ø ßÞØàà áâÞ×ÕÜ ÝÛ áâÜßÕß ßãÝäÕÖ åãØå åãÕ ÞØæá ÙÜæåÕÜæØ âßÕÖ ÛÝÜ
ØßßÕßßæáç äãÕåãÕÜ ßÝÞÕÝáÕ ãØß åãÕ ÙØèØÙæåé åÝ ÙÝáßÕáå åÝ åãÕ ãÕØàåã ÙãÕÙÚ ØÜÕê
ÙÝÞæáç åÝ ØèèÝæáåÞÕáåß Ýá åãÕæÜ Ýäá; ×Õæáç Ø×àÕ åÝ ØáßäÕÜ ëâÕßåæÝáß; ×Õæáç Ø×àÕ åÝ
ãØìÕ ßÝÞÕ ßÝÜå ÝÛ ÙÝáìÕÜßØåæÝá; ØáÖ ØçÜÕÕæáç åÝ åãÕ èÜÝÙÕÖâÜÕ. íÝáÕ ÝÛ åãÕ áâÜßÕß
ÙÝÞÞÕáåÕÖ ßèÕÙæÛæÙØààé åãØå åãÕé ÛÝààÝäÕÖ îÕáåØà CØèØÙæåé AÙå ÙÜæåÕÜæØ.
ïÕ çÝå ÛÕÕÖ×ØÙÚ ÛÜÝÞ áâÜßÕß Ø×Ýâå ßæð ÝÛ åãÕ èØÜåæÙæèØáåßñ äãæÙã ßãÝäÕÖ åãØå åãÕ
áâÜßÕòß óâÖçÞÕáå ÝÛ ÙØèØÙæåé åÝ ÙÝáßÕáå ÖæÖ áÝå ØàäØéß ÞØåÙã ÝâÜ óâÖçÕÞÕáå. ôãæß
ÙÝâàÖ ×Õ ×ÕÙØâßÕ äãÕá åãÕ èÕÜßÝá æß æá åãÕ Gõ ßâÜçÕÜé æå èÜÝìæÖÕß ÞÝÜÕ ÙàâÕß åÝ
åãÕÞ ØáÖ åãÕé ãØìÕ Ø ×ÕååÕÜ âáÖÕÜßåØáÖæáç ÝÛ äãØå æß ×Õæáç åØàÚÕÖ Ø×Ýâå. öÜ æå
ÙÝâàÖ ×Õ åãØå åãÕé ÖÝ áÝå âáÖÕÜßåØáÖ Øß ÞâÙã Øß æå ØèèÕØÜß ×âå ØÜÕ óâßå åÜéæáç åÝ ×Õ
ãÕàèÛâà.
ôãÕßÕ ÛæáÖæáçß ãÕàè âß åÝ âáÖÕÜßåØáÖ ãÝä äÕ Þæçãå ×Õ Ø×àÕ åÝ ãÕàè èÕÝèàÕ äæåã Ø
àÕØÜáæáç ÖæßØ×æàæåé ×ÕÙÝÞÕ ÞÝÜÕ Ø×àÕ åÝ ÙÝáßÕáå åÝ ãÕØàåãÙØÜÕ èÜÝÙÕÖâÜÕß ßâÙã Øß Ø
ãÕØàåã ÙãÕÙÚ. ôãæß æß æÞèÝÜåØáå æá ãÕàèæáç èÕÝèàÕ äæåã Ø àÕØÜáæáç ÖæßØ×æàæåé åÝ ãØìÕ
ÙÝáåÜÝà ÝìÕÜ åãÕæÜ Ýäá àæìÕß ØáÖ åÝ ×Õ Ø×àÕ åÝ ÞØÚÕ åãÕæÜ Ýäá ÖÕÙæßæÝáß.
ôãØáÚ éÝâ ØçØæá ÛÝÜ åØÚæáç èØÜå æá åãÕ èÜÝóÕÙå.
÷ÝâÜß ßæáÙÕÜÕàéñ
øùúûüùý þß øùý Pýùý  	ß M
ýü
ôÜØæáÕÕ CàæáæÙØà õßéÙãÝàÝçæßå CÝáßâàåØáå CàæáæÙØà õßéÙãÝàÝçæßå
 
 ﬀﬁ ﬂ ﬃﬁ !"#$ %$
30&' ()*+ 2011
D+,-
./,*0 12) 32- 4,05*6 7,-4 5* 81 -+9+,-:/ 7-2;+:4 ,<2)4 :,7,:541 42 :2*9+*4 42 /+,=4/
:/+:09. > ?,9 6-,4+3)= 32- 12)- 458+ 97+*4 4,=05*6 42 8+ 2* 4/+ 7/2*+.
> 8+4 ?54/ 32 ,@)=49 ?54/ , =+,-*5*6 @59,<5=541. > 8+,9)-+@ /2? 8):/ =,*6),6+ 4/+1
:,* )*@+-94,*@A /2? 8):/ 4/+1 -+8+8<+- ,<2)4 /,B5*6 /+,=4/ :/+:09 ,*@ /2?
8,*1 2772-4)*545+9 4/+1 /,B+ 42 8,0+ @+:5952*9. > 4/+* ,99+99+@ ?/+4/+- 4/+1 ?+-+
,<=+ 42 :2*9+*4 42 , /+,=4/ :/+:0 2- *24.
C
1 -+9)=49 9/2?+@ 4/,4 4/+ 82-+ =,*6),6+ , 7+-92* ?54/ , =+,-*5*6 @59,<5=541
)*@+-94,*@9 4/+ 82-+ =50+=1 54 59 4/,4 4/+1 ?5== <+ ,<=+ 42 :2*9+*4 42 , /+,=4/ :/+:0.
>4 59 5872-4,*4 42 -+8+8<+- 4/2)6/ 4/,4 4/+-+ ,-+ 24/+- 3,:42-9 5*B2=B+@ 92 12)
:,*D4 @+:5@+ 53 , 7+-92* 59 ,<=+ 42 :2*9+*4 just <,9+@ 2* /2? 8):/ =,*6),6+ 4/+1
)*@+-94,*@.
./+-+ ?,9 ,=92 , =5*0 <+4?++* 7-+B52)9 +E7+-5+*:+ 23 , /+,=4/ :/+:0 ,*@
)*@+-94,*@5*6 82-+ ,<2)4 /+,=4/ :/+:09. ./59 *++@9 82-+ 5*B+9456,452* <)4 54
9)66+949 4/+-+ 59 , 72995<5=541 4/,4 +,:/ 458+ , 7+-92* :28+9 32- , /+,=4/ :/+:0A
4/+1 ,-+ 82-+ =50+=1 42 <+ ,<=+ 42 :2*9+*4.
./+ -+9)=49 ,=92 9/2?+@ ?/5:/ 7,-49 23 8,05*6 , @+:5952* 9++8 42 <+ +,95+- 32-
7+27=+ ?54/ , =+,-*5*6 @59,<5=541. 
C
294 7+27=+ 32)*@ )*@+-94,*@5*6 4/+ ,@B,*4,6+9
,*@ @59,@B,*4,6+9 23 , /+,=4/ :/+:0A ,*@ @+:5@5*6 ?/+4/+- , /+,=4/ :/+:0 59 , 622@
5@+, 4/+ /,-@+94 7,-49 23 4/+ @+:5952*. C294 7+27=+ 32)*@ 0*2?5*6 4/+1 ?+-+
,==2?+@ 42 9,1 *2 ,*@ :288)*5:,45*6 4/+5- :/25:+ 4/+ +,95+94 7,-49 23 4/+ @+:5952*.
F++@<,:0 3-28 , 98,== *)8<+- 23 *)-9+9 9/2?+@ 4/,4 4/+ 8,5* :-54+-5, )9+@ 32-
,99+995*6 ?/+4/+- 928+2*+ /,9 4/+ :,7,:541 42 :2*9+*4 42 4/+ /+,=4/ :/+:0 ,-+F
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SJNOGTTNJ hQVWIGP `JQXWKi jQVG CWIMVGPPNJ IMR SJQMVQHIP

















  ŁŁ   ;     ;   
    ;     Ł.   
      ŁŁ      
 Ł        .    
  Ł    G   Ł        
       .
  Ł          Ł ŁŁ  
         Ł   
 .   Ł  Ł ŁŁ      
             .
     Ł   Ł.
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 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 ÚÛÒ ÜÛÖ ÝÓÝÞÝÕßßÚ ÕàÖÔÔÝÓà ÞÛ ÞÕÙÔ áÕÖÞ ÝÓ âÚ ÖÔãÔÕÖäØ áÖÛåÔäÞ ÕæÛÒÞ äÕáÕäÝÞÚ ÞÛ
äÛÓãÔÓÞ ÞÛ ØÔÕßÞØ äØÔäÙã. çÓÜÛÖÞÒÓÕÞÔßÚ è ØÕéÔ ÓÛê âÕëÔ ãÔéÔÖÕß ÕÞÞÔâáÞã ÞÛ
äÛÓÞÕäÞ ÚÛÒ êÝÞØÛÒÞ ãÒääÔããì ÕÓë ØÕéÔ ÞØÔÖÔÜÛÖÔ ÕããÒâÔë ÞØÕÞ ÚÛÒ ÓÛ ßÛÓàÔÖ êÝãØÔë
ÞÛ áÕÖÞÝäÝáÕÞÔ ÝÓ ÞØÔ ãÞÒëÚ. ×ØÔ áÖÛåÔäÞ ØÕã ÓÛê ÜÝÓÝãØÔë ÕÓë ÝÓ äÕãÔ ÚÛÒ ÕÖÔ
ÝÓÞÔÖÔãÞÔëì
 è ÝÓäßÒëÔ æÔßÛê Õ ãÒââÕÖÚ ÛÜ ÞØÔ ÖÔãÔÕÖäØ ÜÝÓëÝÓàã.
è â
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ëã ÞØÔ âÛÖÔ ßÝÙÔßÚ ÝÞ Ýã ÞØÕÞ ÞØÔÚ êÝßß æÔ ÕæßÔ ÞÛ äÛÓãÔÓÞ ÞÛ Õ ØÔÕßÞØ äØÔäÙ.



































































































ãÞã ÞØÔÖÔ Ýã Õ áÛããÝæÝßÝÞÚ ÞØÕÞ ÔÕäØ ÞÝâÔ Õ áÔÖãÛÓ äÛâÔã ÜÛÖ Õ ØÔÕßÞØ äØÔäÙì
ÞØ
Ô
Ú ÕÖÔ âÛÖÔ ßÝÙÔßÚ ÞÛ æÔ ÕæßÔ ÞÛ äÛÓãÔÓÞ.
×Ø






























































ë ÞÛ ãÕÚ ÓÛ ÕÓë äÛââÒÓÝäÕÞÝÓà ÞØÔÝÖ äØÛÝäÔ ÞØÔ ÔÕãÝÔãÞ áÕÖÞã ÛÜ ÞØÔ ëÔäÝãÝÛÓ.
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<:,5 /8- <:,@ :/C, / .,<<,3 98-,36</8-=8> 42 ;:/< =6 .,=8> </71,- /.49<. M3 =<
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DECLARATION OF THE END OF A STUDY
(ﬁﬂﬃ    stu!"#s #x$#%t $ "&"$  tﬃ" s ﬂ' "&v#st"(t"ﬂ&  )#!"$"&  %ﬃﬂ!u$*s)
To be completed in typescript by the Chief Investigator and submitted to the ResearchEthics Committee that gave a favourable opinion of the research (“the main REC”) within 90days of the conclusion of the study or within 15 days of early termination.  For questions withYes/No options please indicate answer in bold type.
1. Details of Chief Investigator
Name: +,-t.,/ 0123s -+455,/
677/,889 0,5-/t:,;t 4< 65521,7 =sy>.424?y















2. Details of study
Ou22 t1t2, 4< stu7y9 P;<4/:,7 >4;8,;t t4 .,-2t.>-/,9 Q .-t 1;<2u,;>,s
84:,4;,’s >-5->1ty t4 7,>17,?
B,8,-/>. 854;84/9 R-;t,/
C
u/y R./1st R.u/>. S;1v,/81ty
F
-:, 4< :-1; BER9 E-st T4;74; BER 
G
U
-1; BER /,<,/,;>, ;u:C,/9 LH/+HJHL/JH
3. Study duration
0-t, stu7y >4::,;>,79 L/K/VHLH
0-t, stu7y ,;7,79 LW/W/
VH
LL
017 t.1s stu7y t,/:1;-t, 5/,:-tu/,2y? Yes / No
Declaration of end of study (non-CTIMP), version 1.0, October 2004
If yes please complete sections 4, 5 & 6, if no please godirect to section 7.
4. Circumstances of early termination
XYZt [s tY\ ]ust[^[_Zt[`a ^`b tY[s \Zbcyt\bd[aZt[`a?
5. Temporary halt
es tY[s Z t\df`bZby YZct t` tY\ stugy? Yes / No
e^
 y\s, wYZt [s tY\ ]ust[^[_Zt[`a ^`bt\df`bZb[cy YZct[ah tY\ stugy? XY\a
g` y`u \xf\_i tY\ stugy t` b\ -stZbt?
e.g. Safety, difficulties recruiting participants, trial hasnot commenced, other reasons.
6. Potential implications for research participants


















Ztub\cy? lc\Zk\ g\k_b[m\ tY\st\
f





7. Final report on the research
es Z sud dZby `^ tY\ ^[aZc b\f`bt `atY\ b\k\Zb_Y \a_c`k\g w[tY tY[s ^`bd?
Yes / No
If no, please forward within 12 months of the end of the study.
8. Declaration




b[at aZd\q r\ZtY\b s[cns -r`ff\b
sZt\ `^ sumd[kk[`aq tu/v/wxtt
ynzorm{| }ons{~t to {lt}r{ t ~zlu{~}{ som{n{s }}y to
|{}|{
Ł Ł{z 
eahe ilkoppe ainee linical chologi aneb hi hch i ei
¡pe ied b¢ ofeo £¤ni ¥ph and ¥ elia eneage
Introduction
¦ople §ih leaning diabiliie e¨peience pooe healhcae and healh ocome han


































































­®®·°¸ ¹n ode o impo e ndeanding of capaci o conen he lieae ha
aemped o in eigae faco ha inflence capaci o conen o healhcae¸
ºi d e¨amined ho§  ebal abili deciionmaking opponiie and pe io
e¨pe




























































ing coelaion b hen ed a egeion model o idenif efl pedico

















































































































½¾i¿iÀh ÁÂÃ¿Ä¾e VocabÄla¾Å Æcale – Çnd edi¿ion ÈÉÄnn e¿ alÊË ÌÍÎÇÏÐ a neÑlÅ deÀigned











ØÙdel of Úapaci¿Å ¿o ÚonÀen¿







































ÀionÝmaking oppo¾¿Äni¿ieÀ ÑaÀ no¿ ÞÄi¿e Àignifican¿Ê ßn addi¿ion p¾eÜioÄÀ heal¿h
eÔpe¾ience and deciÀionÝmaking oppo¾¿Äni¿ieÀ bo¿h ÀhoÑed Àignifican¿ poÀi¿iÜe
co¾¾ela¿ion Ñi¿h Üe¾bal abili¿ÅË àÄ¿ no¿ Ñi¿h each o¿he¾Ê










































































































ing a choice and
Ände¾À¿anding ¿he ¾igh¿ ¿o ÀaÅ no Àeemed ¿o be ¿he eaÀieÀ¿Ê áhiÀ eÜidence helpÀ iden¿ifÅ










































































































one of ¿he eaÀie¾ deciÀionÝmaking abili¿ieÀË leÀÀ ¿han ×Öã gained fÄll ma¾kÀ fo¾ ¿hiÀË
ÀÄggeÀ¿ing mo¾e ¿han half of pa¾¿icipan¿À fel¿ p¾eÀÀÄ¾ed o¾ Änable ¿o ÀaÅ no a¿ Àome
poinäå æä iç äheèefoèe impoèäanä ähaä healäh pèofeççionalç aèe aéaèe of ähe pèeççêèe a




























ing îapaciäë äo îonçenä
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